Webcomics and Internet Memes
Pandemic Pastiches
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, and the subsequent stay-athome lockdown of much of the world has led to the emergence of new classes of
humorous art-themed memes. Several museums have challenged people to recreate
favorite works of art at home as an entertaining and educational way to pass the time
while under quarantine. These #artathome memes are intended to be amusing, and
because their humorous incongruities come from comparing the original artworks to
how they have been recreated in household settings, it has become standard practice to
post the original next to the reconstruction.

Fig. 48. Responses to “#artathome” challenge from Tussen Kunst en Quarantaine, March, 2020.

The #artathome phenomenon appears to have originated on a March, 2020,
Instagram account from Amsterdam called Tussen Kunst en Quarantaine (“Between Art
and Quarantine”). Among the postings linked to this account (Fig. 48) are amusing
recreations of: Sandro Botticelli, The Birth of Venus (1484–1486, UfYizi Gallery,
Florence); John Everett Millais, Ophelia (1850–1851, Tate Britain); Edgar Degas,
L’Absinthe (1875–1876, Musée d’Orsay); Viktor Vasnetsov, Alenushka, (1881, Tretyakov
Gallery, Moscow); Tamara de Lempicka, L’écharpe bleue (1930, Private Coll.); and René
Magritte, Son of Man (1964, Private Coll.). In addition to the humorously creative way
#artathomers have reconstructed these works, there are also additional humorous
incongruities, such as the gender-bending in the Botticelli and Magritte recreations, the
use of toilet paper (a reference to the hoarding of this product at the outset of the
pandemic) as a prop in the de Lempicka and Magritte reconstructions, or a jigsaw puzzle
(a pastime that has become particularly popular during the quarantine) replacing the
autumnal pool of water in the Vasnetsov painting; the Degas reconstruction may be an
oblique reference to drinking—another favorite activity among those sequestered in
quarantine!

Fig. 49. Responses to “#artathome” challenge from Pinchuk Art Center (Kiev), March, 2020.
The Tussen Kunst en Quarantaine initiative was quickly taken up by the

Ukrainian Pinchuk Art Center, on whose website #artathomers have posted, among

other recreations, versions of Vermeer’s 1665 Girl with a Pearl Earring, the Catalan
Ramon Casas’ 1899 Jove decadent, and David Hockney’s 1968 Portrait of Christopher
Isherwood and Don Bachardy (Fig. 49)—the latter two with references to reading,
another major pastime of people in coronavirus lockdown.

Fig. 50. Looma, “Art of the Quarantine” Campaign, Ukranian Ministry of Culture and
Information Policy, March, 2020. (After Siente, 10 April, 2020).

Ukrainians seem particularly fond of pandemic quarantine art pastiches. In
March, 2020, the Ukrainian Ministry of Culture and Information Policy employed the
Kiev graphic design company Looma to produce a series of posters (Fig. 50) to
encourage citizens to follow safe practices during the pandemic. In addition to isolating
Jesus in Da Vinci’s Last Supper (1495–1498), having God use hand sanitizer when
reaching out to Adam in Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel fresco (1508–1512), or putting a
mask on Magritte’s The Son of Man (1964) and on David’s Napoleon Crossing the Alps
(1801–1805), the Looma company parodied Leonardo da Vinci’s, Lady with an Ermine
(1489–1490, Czartoryski Museum, Kraków); Benjamin West’s, Mrs. Worrell as Hebe
(1776–1778, Tate Gallery); Rafael’s, Portrait of a Young Man in Red (ca. 1505, J. Paul
Getty Museum); Frederic Leighton’s, Orpheos and Eurydice (1864, Leighton House
Museum), and Sassoferrato’s, Virgin in Prayer (ca. 1650).

Fig. 51. La Nueva España, 19 April, 2020.

As the Asturian (Spain) newspaper La Nueva España has noted (Fig. 51), the
melancholy art of Edward Hopper seems to particularly resonate with Spanish
#artathomers. The Asturian blogger SoYi Siente has detailed (Fig. 52) Natali Pastor’s
version of Western Motel (1957, Yale University), Hugo Fontela’s and Carmen Figaredo’s
version of Nighthawks (1942, Art Institute, Chicago), Pablo de Lillo’s version of OfQice in
a Small City (1953, Metropolitan Museum, New York), Federico Granell’s version of
Excursion into Philosophy (1959, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston), Maite Centol’s version
of Night Windows (1928, Museum of Modern Art, New York), and Sandra Lusquiños’
version of Girl at a Sewing Machine (1921, Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid).

Fig. 52. #artathome pastiches of Edward Hopper paintings.
(After Siente, 21 April, 2020.)

Fig. 53. Pelac, Pastiche of Magritte’s Golconda (1953). (After Stewart, 2020.)

Fig. 54. Responses to #StayArtHomePelac.

The Spanish street artist Pelac has created an innovative alternative to the
#artathome movement. Using a window as a canvas, Pelac painted silhouettes on his
windowpane to create a pastiche of Magritte’s Golconda (Fig. 53) and invited his
Instagram followers to come up with their own artistic creations that interact with the
environment they see from their windows. Among the responses to his
#StayArtHomePelac challenge (Fig. 54) are pastiches of Michelangelo’s Creation of
Adam, Sisyphus pushing the rock up the hill, the Ascent of Man, Dali’s 1948 Elephants,
the Beatles’ iconic 1969 Abby Road album cover, van Gogh’s 1889 Starry Night, and
Bansky’s 2002 Balloon Girl mural.

Fig. 55. Responses to “#artathome” challenge from the Getty Museum, 28 March–3 April, 2020.

In the United States, the Getty Museum has been the main promotor of the
#artathome phenomenon, suggesting that participants recreate “your favorite artwork”
using “three things lying around your house.” Among the at-home recreations of
famous works of art linked to the Getty Instagram account (Fig. 55) are: a mid-third
millennium BCE Early Cycladic Harp Player Yigurine creatively recreated using a vacuum
cleaner hose; the second century BCE Winged Victory of Samothrace recreated from a
Boost bottle and a torn subway receipt; van Eyck’s 1434 ArnolQini Portrait reimagined
with a puffy winter coat, a black kettle for a hat, and a colander taped to the wall in place
of the Dutch painting’s iconic round mirror; an elaborated reconstruction of Vermeer’s
1658 The Milkmaid that uses many more than the recommended three items; a dog in
the pose of Ingres’ 1814 La Grand Odalisque; a Lego version of Mondrian’s 1921
Composition with Red, Yellow, Blue, and Black; Warhol’s 1965 Soup Cans silkscreens
reproduced with Zantac labels (perhaps another reference to pandemic escape?); and a
painting dog à la Rockwell’s 1960 Triple Self-Portrait (for cartoon parodies of this
Rockwell painting, cf. Figs. XXX298–299 below).

☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺

Naturally, cartoonists have turned to visual humor to relieve our pandemic
anxieties. One common way they have done this is to re-situate a famous work within
the context of the measures taken to Yight the COVID-19 virus—a trend especially
popular in Europe and well documented in the Spanish blogs of SoYi Siete (and hence my
including here pandemic cartoons outside of the American canon).

Fig. 56. Olivier Ménégol, Le ConYinement dans l’Histoire de l’ Art, 4, 6, 8, 14 April, 11 May, 2020.

For instance, Olivier Ménégol, a cartoonist for the French daily newspaper Le
Figaro, has published a series of “Le ConYinement dans l’Histoire de l’ Art” cartoons (Fig.
56) that spoof: Botticelli’s Birth of Venus, with the goddess saying that she is not coming
out (“Sotirai pas!!”); Vermeer’s The Milkmaid, with the servant hoarding food; van Gogh’s
Bedroom in Arles, with conYinement days being crossed off on the footboard; the Venus
de Milo transformed into a wine-opener; and da Vinci’s Last Supper, with Jesus and the
Apostles outside playing soccer on the Yirst day of de-conYinement.

Fig. 57. Michelangelo Creation of Adam pandemic cartoons.

Given that the Yirst major outbreak of the pandemic in Europe was in Italy, it is
not surprising that cartoonists would use iconic Italian artworks in their pandemic
parodies. On the same day in February, both the British cartoonist Peter Brooks and the
American John Deering published pandemic parodies of Michelangelo’s Creation of
Adam fresco (Fig. 57); using this iconic painting as a cartoon cliché for incongruously
putting a mask on God and Adam, for their using hand-sanitizers, or for them elbow- or
foot-pumping is something that occurred to many other cartoonists as well.

Fig. 58. Antonio Rodríguez Garcia,
1 March, 2020.

Fig. 59. Alex Balamain, 1 March, 2020.

In a similar vein, the Mexican cartoonist Antonio Rodríguez Garcia has
humorously put into quarantine Botticelli’s Venus (Fig. 58)—here depicted as a realistic
statue discretely clad in sandals, sweatpants and an Italian tee shirt; it is unclear what
Rodríguez Garcia is suggesting by pairing the twelve stars of the European Ylag with an
image of the COVID-19 virus. On the same day that Rodríguez Garcia’s came out, the
Swiss cartoonist Alex Balamain published a parody of Michelangelo’s David, with the
Florentine statue being re-carved by a beret-wearing sculptor to have a mask.

Fig. 60. David Pope, Canberra Times, 28 April, 2020.

The Australian cartoonist Davie Pope has parodied Manet’s Le Déjeuner sur
l’herbe in cautionary cartoon (Fig. 60) warning about the dangers of relaxing quarantine
measures, with the woman in the background labeled “Cabin Fever”, the two men
labeled “Complacency” and “Economic Necessity”, and with the nude model Victorine
Meurent transformed into a COVID-19 virus.

Fig. 61. José Luis Martin, Vanguardia, 1 March, 2020.

Fig. 62. Dave Whamond and Bas van der Schot (De Volkskrant), 1 March, 2020.

Like Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam, Edward Munch’s The Scream is an obvious
choice for cartoonist to parody in response to the anxiety brought on by the pandemic.
The Spanish cartoonist José Luis Martín Zabala and the Canadian Dave Whamond have
given us pastiches of Munch’s painting where they suggest that the character is
screaming at the world-wide economic collapse caused by the pandemic (Figs 61 and
62 left), while the Dutch cartoonist Bas van der Schot has transformed the screamer
with COVID-19 eyes (Fig. 62 right).

Fig. 63. Michael Cambon, “L’art en temps de pandémie” cartoons.

Fig. 64. O-Sekoer (Luc Descheemaeker), 1 March, 2020.

The French cartoonist Michael Cambon, like his compatriot Olivier Ménégol, has
reworked famous works of art to Yit the “new normal” of the pandemic, parodying
Giacometti’s sculpture as a man walking a dog (one of the few exceptions Europeans
were afforded to avoid the #stayathome lockdown) and transforming a Jeff Koons’
Balloon Dog into a COVID-19 virus (Fig. 63). The Dutch cartoonist O-Sekoer (Luc
Descheemaeker) has similarly transformed Bansky’s Balloon Girl mural, putting a mask
on the girl and changing the red heart-shaped balloon into a green COVID virus (Fig.
64).

Fig. 65. Patrick Blower, The Telegraph, 3 March, 2020.

Fig. 66. Patrick Blower, The Telegraph, 18 March, 2020.

The British cartoonist Patrick Blower has also given us a pandemic mashup of
modern art with a pastiche of Warhol’s Marilyn and Soup Can silk screens (Fig. 65),
putting a mask on each image in the former and replacing the cans of the latter with—of
course—rolls of toilet paper. A later Blower cartoon (Fig. 66) takes a much darker tone,
with a pastiche of Hopper’s Nighthawks where the Grim Reaper sits alone behind the
coffee shop window with a glowing red “Happy Hour” neon sign.

Fig. 67. Peter Kuper, March, 2020.

Fig. 68. Ángel Idígoras, Sur, 11 March, 2020.

Fig. 69. David Sipress, The New Yorker, 9 April, 2020.

Fig. 70. Manel Trenchs i Mola, 29 March, 2020.
The Blower cartoon pastiche of Hopper is representative of another trend in artthemed pandemic memes, namely enforcing “social distancing” on the original artwork
—much like José Manuel Ballester’s de-populated art pastiches ( cf. Fig. 37 above). The

American alternative comics artist Peter Kuper has left only one woman—given a mask
—and a dog on the banks of the Seine in Georges Seurat’s A Sunday Afternoon on the
Island of La Grande Jatte (Fig. 67); the Spanish cartoonist Ángel Idígoras has detangled
the lovers in Gustav Klimt’s The Kiss (Fig. 68); the New Yorker cartoonist David Sipress
has separated the dancers in Henri Matisse’s Dance (Fig. 69); and the Catalan educator
and "QuedAR'T a casa" participant Manel Trenchs i Mola has put Grant Wood’s American
Gothic couple inside their home (Fig. 70).

Fig. 71. Pinto (David Pintor Noguerol) and Chinto (Carlos López Gómez).

And not all cartoon pandemic pastiches involve well known paintings. The
Spanish cartoonist team of Pinto and Chinto, for instance, have parodied Rudolph
Zallinger’s famous 1965 “The Road to Homo Sapiens” illustration in the Time-Life
publication Early Man by putting a mask and gloves on the Yinal upright Yigure (Fig. 70).
(For more cartoon parodies of Zallinger’s “The Road to Homo Sapiens” illustration, see
the “Ascent of Homo Hilarius” section of the “Nutty Stone Age” essay in Part III below.)
☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺

In closing this “Webcomics and Internet Memes” essay, we should note that,
while the “Pandemic Pastiches” #artathome parodies and cartoons we have just
surveyed bear many formal similarities with “normal” internet memes, they are
fundamentally different from them. Internet memes are intrinsically individualistic,
giving one person’s often esoteric humorous take on a well known image macro.
Pandemic pastiches are by nature fundamentally collective, providing a humorous relief
from our shared social anxiety about the COVID-19 virus and the global effects it is
bringing to our world. It will be interesting to see if some variation of this comic
collectiveness continues in the “new normal” of our post-pandemic world.

☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺
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En mi retiro he estado escribiendo una serie de ensayos sobre imágenes de arte y
arqueología en historietas y tebeos. Aquí hay una sección que acabo de terminar sobre los
cómics de arte pandémico. Está en inglés, pero creo que todavía puedes entender los
cómics.

